Modular display solutions for shop in shop, exhibitions, events etc.
Never before has an exhibition system proven to be so flexible and versatile at such low cost!

The modular possibilities, without the use of tools to assemble, gives a feeling of playing with toys. Easier solution to bring image and background to important activities does not exist!

X-Module provides a full solution: A patented 10 x 10 cm truss-system, made in composite. The potentials are countless from POS stands in any shape to replacement of known standard solutions and all the way up to complexed exhibition designs. Remarkably simple, all from the same few components... In other words: It's easy, - just like toys!
solutions

Affordable...!
Shop in Shop

Retail
Exhibition - unlimited sizes

- Attractive prices
- Re-useable
- Easy to build
- Requires no tools
- Fits with all media
- Flexible in sizes

Patent no. 001066500
Express
yourself
impress the others